various stages of its development. The remainder of the chapter is a masterful exposition of the combination of close textual analysis and cultural interpretation Robson advocates. She takes as an example an Old Babylonian tablet from Nippur containing a simple word problem. She discusses how tablets were made, the evolution of the writing system and the languages it represented, the different numeration systems displayed on the tablet, a comparison of the text on the sample tablet with others from Nippur, its origin and use as part of an educational curriculum, the roles of scribes, and the wider cultural significance of mathematics.
Chapter 2 begins the chronological narrative. The pre-history of mathematics in Mesopotamia is linked to the control and storage of valuable goods. Goods and storage facilities were sealed with personalized clay seals to prevent unauthorized use. Small clay objects in geometrically regular shapes, now called tokens, appear to have acted as aides memoires to transactions, although not necessarily in a standardized way. Preservation of the tokens was then enhanced by wrapping and sealing them in a clay envelope. The next stage was to flatten the envelope and record the information on the outside, generating a clay tablet. Robson carefully describes this transition, explaining the evidence and the difficulties of interpretation of the fourth millennium and earlier sources. By the end of the fourth millennium, at least in Uruk, there was a complex system of accounting involving a large collection of metrological systems, each with their own notation, and an even larger collection of incised signs indicating the objects referred to. In other words, there was literacy and numeracy. Such a complex system required practice, and Robson details the development of exercises, lists of signs and early tables practicing metrological linkages in the production of beer. She then shows the stability of this list-based pedagogical strategy across southern Mesopotamia for the next few hundred years. Robson investigates a very different theme in the last special section of the chapter, an attempt to discern a pattern language in Mesopotamia. Using sources from an Early Dynastic gaming board to a collection of Old Babylonian geometrical problems, Robson argues for a distinct preference for dihedral symmetry in two-dimensional designs.
Chapter 3 covers the later third millennium BCE, a complex period of crucial importance to the development of mathematics in Mesopotamia. There were two main phases: Sargonic and Ur III. Sargon of Akkad came to power around 2340 BCE. He and his descendants built a large empire encompassing most of Babylonia and the ensuing centralized administration generated a series of reforms in metrology; additionally, the main language of official documentation became Akkadian, although mathematics continued to be written in Sumerian. There are only a few Sargonic mathematical tablets, and they almost all have problems involving a square or rectangular field, with the problem being either to find the area from the sides, or to find the width given the length and area. They can be complicated exercises in metrology and there is some scholarly debate about the underlying procedures. After the collapse of the Sargonic empire, Mesopotamia was ruled in the last century of the third millennium by the Third Dynasty of Ur, now known as Ur III. The Ur III state produced a vast bureaucracy that generated copious records (some 60,000 administrative tablets are cataloged) and reorganized metrology, computation and the number system to its own convenience.
The later third millennium provides the first examples of visual representation of the natural world, and Robson makes a penetrating and engaging study of the results. It has long been noted that Ur III field plans were not drawn to scale. What Robson does here is show that everything from field surveying to Old Babylonian geometry indicates a unified "boundary-oriented conceptualisation of two-dimensional space" (p. 64). Spaces are defined by their boundaries, areas and interiors are derived concepts. The contrast is between considering, for example, a circle as a boundary with an interior, or as a space with a boundary. Next, Robson turns to the development of bureaucratic accountancy over the course of the third millennium. Early records give details of various types of labor and, of course, this is a fertile field for quantification. There are two complementary threads. First, there is the record of work performed, with totals and subtotals and attention to detail. During the Sargonic 'Akkadianization', there is the introduction of abstract, standardized work-norms, and a concomitant reliance on summaries and approximation. In the Ur III period, these two strands are brought together with standardized norms for all different types of labor correlated and converted into an abstract 'worker-day' unit, regardless of whether the workers were clearing ditches, ploughing fields or reaping crops. All this accounting required a great deal of computation, much of it involving awkward conversions between different metrological systems. The metrological reforms of the Sargonic and Ur III empires were designed to simplify and rationalize the many different systems and supply key linkages between them, mostly based around multiples of 60. Quantitative script also changed over this period, with the old impressed symbols giving way to newer incised symbols, so that everything could be written with the same stylus. Gradually, out of these trends arose the sexagesimal place-value system-an abstract notational system that could be used regardless of what the quantities referred to, which was excellently adapted for multiplication and division, and which generated its own collection of tables. Robson gives a nice presentation of this story with a careful evaluation of the evidence.
With Chapter 4, 'The Early Second Millennium', we reach the Old Babylonian period. The sheer abundance of source material precludes a comprehensive coverage and Robson chooses for her three sections topics that cover arithmetical computation, geometrical algorithms, and education and ideology. Before taking up the three special topics, the 'Background and Evidence' section of the chapter provides a swift commentary on both the standard tables and the geometric interpretation of algorithmic word problems due originally to Høyrup. Next, Robson looks at 'House F' in Nippur as an exemplar of Old Babylonian schooling, contextualizing it with reference to other sources. When excavated, House F yielded some 1400 tablets and fragments, many of which had been incorporated into later walls and floors. Using this material, Robson describes the standard typology of exercise texts and explains the elementary phases of the curriculum from metrological lists through to numerical tables. She also discusses the notion of the Old Babylonian 'school', emphasizing that the archeology indicates no more than a few students at a time.
Elementary education involved only memorization, not calculation. Solving mathematical problems came later. Robson gives a detailed example of a common exercise, that of finding the inverse, or reciprocal, of a several-place sexagesimal number. She leads the reader through the algorithm and describes the cut-and-paste geometrical procedure underlying it. She also gives an extended commentary on the 'square root of 2' tablet, and the muchdiscussed Plimpton 322. The bulk of Old Babylonian education consisted of learning Sumerian, then a dead language, from simple signs up to literary compositions. Turning to this corpus, Robson shows how in both literature and iconography, fair measurement was perceived as a basic element of the just ruler and divinity.
The northern portion of Mesopotamia is Assyria. Although the boundaries between Assyria and Babylonia varied and the two groups were culturally intertwined, there were differences. One difference is that there is far less archeological evidence for mathematics in the north. Thus, Robson covers the whole of Assyrian mathematical history in one chapter, as usual looking in more depth at three, this time chronologically distinct, topics. There are two, unrelated, groups of documents from the first centuries of the second millennium BCE. At the time, merchants from Assur engaged in long-range trade across the north and set up a large trading post at Kaneš, in modern-day Turkey. Surviving accounts and exercises from the two ends of this trade route indicate that mathematical education was closely allied to mercantile practice-exercises use 'realistic' problems, quantities and subjects. They also used a mixture of sexagesimal and decimal numeration. A slightly later group of documents comes from the fabulous palace at Mari on the Euphrates, destroyed by Hammurabi in 1760 BCE. There are only a few mathematical tablets from Mari, but they display a clear sense of cultural confusion. In form and content, they are very similar to the Old Babylonian tablets from the south, but the abstract sexagesimal system and notation is overlain on a decimal substrate. There are even examples 'translating' between the two systems. One curiosity is an exercise listing grain, ears of grain, ants, birds and men in geometric progression, along with a total. Little of the Mari material has been published in English and it is not as well known as it might be, so it is especially nice to see it treated here. Next, Robson turns to royal inscriptions and records from the late second millennium and early first millennium BCE, showing how quantification was an important element in the list-based structure of many of these sources, from lists of reigns of ancestors, to lists of captured booty on campaign. The excavations at Nineveh that uncovered Assurbanipal's vast library produced some 5000 scholarly tablets, but only three mathematical ones. What then was the role of mathematics outside of the practical and political arenas of the two previous sections? As an intellectual activity, it seems that mathematics mostly encompassed basic arithmetic and was associated with forms of divination, diviners being the main scholarly group at the time.
Chapter 6 returns to the chronological narrative, covering the later second millennium. With the collapse of the Old Babylonian state around 1600 BCE, the previously abundant school mathematics almost completely disappears from the archeological record, although professional needs for mathematics must have continued largely unabated. Robson focuses on three aspects of quantification: accountancy; land surveying, and the uses of numbers in literature. For accountancy, Robson's interest lies in the way information is structured, and, in particular, tabular organization with multiple levels of computation. She gives a detailed analysis of a complex document summarizing the assets of a large household in 13th-century Nippur, at a time when use of tabular accounting was widespread. She compares examples from this period to those of other times and locations, commenting on their similarities and differences. Modern spreadsheets have made tables ubiquitous for us, and tables have a long, important history in Mesopotamian mathematics. However, tabular accounting does not seem ever to have really caught on there, appearing and disappearing over the centuries. Robson believes that "tables are so rare in the cuneiform record that we should consider their adoption a matter of individual choice" (p. 164). Turning to land surveying, Robson takes up the records of the Arad-Ea family, explaining the working practices of surveyors, and the types of information recorded on boundary stelae known as kudurru. The principal mathematical issue for a land surveyor was measuring the sides of irregular pieces of land, and determining the area (and thus value) of the field, presumably by the standard 'surveyor's method' of multiplying the averages of opposing lengths and computing in abstract numbers. Robson also uncovers the fact that a status marker for the surveyors was unusual reference to numerate goddesses. Next, Robson considers the literary uses of numbers and quantification in the Epic of Gilgamesh. She shows that numbers are used to convey the enormity and epic scale of Gilgamesh's body and actions; that danger is represented by sexagesimally irregular numbers such as 7, 11 and 13, and that danger is overcome by the use of simple shapes and round numbers.
Chapter 7 covers the early first millennium BCE, although with the caveat that almost nothing is known from the first quarter of the millennium, and the story really picks up in eighth-century Nippur. The evidence here is that a 'school' comprised one or two students learning practical exercises in vocabulary and metrology and that mathematical education "consisted only of metrological lists and tables of squares" (p. 198), with no place for abstract learning. Looking away from scribal education, Robson focuses on two domestic issues, running a household and measuring houses. In the first case she considers what kinds of numeracy might have been required in a relatively affluent household in the sixth and fifth centuries. Basing her analysis on a collection of legal documents pertaining to a couple living in Borsippa around 500 BCE, Robson sees a need to deal with money and interest, a variety of capacity measurements and land. She concludes that private individuals were numerate and financially aware, but that land measurement was professional. Pursuing this latter idea, Robson looks at domestic floor plans and urban surveying from the mid-millennium. These involved a complicated metrology, with attendant difficult computations that did not integrate into the standard sexagesimal system. Robson approvingly refers to Cornelia Wunsch's suggestion that this may have been entirely deliberate on the part of the land measurers as a marker of professionalism and a means of retaining status. One is reminded of the later Roman issues surrounding the status of agrimensores.
Chapter 8, 'The Later First Millennium', brings the story of cuneiform mathematics to a close. During this turbulent period, Robson cites the failure of a rebellion against the Persian king Xerxes and the subsequent execution of much of the Babylonian elite as the key incident that led to the final end of widespread writing in cuneiform. Henceforth, it survived only in localized communities and by the first century BCE only Babylon remained as a center of production of cuneiform tablets. The three foci of this chapter are first, the Mušēzib family of astronomers in Babylon, who illustrate the connections between mathematics and astronomy in the later first millennium; and then two different groups of families in Uruk. During the Achaemenid period, the Š angu-Ninurta and Ekur-zakir families successively occupied the same house, and between them bequeathed us some 500 tablets and fragments. The two families provide an interesting contrast. From the Š angu-Ninurtas in the fifth century BCE comes a collection of problems on lengths, areas and inverses that do not use Old Babylonian techniques. A century later, the Ekur-zakirs have a large collection of astronomical documents, but no mathematics that is not astronomical. Moving on another century but staying in Uruk, we meet the Hunzu and Sin-leqi-unninni families. Both were scholarly and appear to have copied mathematical and astronomical tablets, needing astronomy to ensure that rituals were carried out at the correct times. One tablet, a compilation of word problems belonging to Anu-aba-uter of the Sin-leqi-unninni family is the latest dated mathematical cuneiform tablet known. Robson notes interestingly that, as cuneiform mathematics fades from view, number has become abstract and "demetrologised" (p. 261).
In the final chapter, 'Epilogue', Robson gives an excellent summary of the paths she has taken and areas illuminated to convince the reader that 3000 years of mathematics in Iraq was "a complex of ideas and practices . . . best understood when contextualised within the social, intellectual, and political history of the ancient Middle East" (p. 263). She also discusses how ancient mathematics has been viewed as part of the history of mathematics, and considers connections between Mesopotamian mathematics and that of other cultures, especially Greek, concluding that the practices in the different cultures reveal very different conceptions and uses of mathematics. Rounding out the book is an extensive series of appendices, indices and apparatus.
The wealth of detail and breadth of scope make this an excellent resource for a wide variety of readership. It can be read as one great narrative sweep, or one can bear down on a particular facet. The work is a huge advance in the presentation of modern scholarship on ancient mathematics to interested readers, specialist and non-specialist alike. When a new sourcebook in mathematics arrives, the obvious question is how it differs from some of the previous ones, including the volumes by Dirk Struik [Struik, 1969] , Ron Calinger [Calinger, 1995] , and John Fauvel and Jeremy Gray [Fauvel and Gray, 1987] , or even the earlier one by David Eugene Smith [Smith, 1959] . A quick glance, however, provides several answers. First, and most obviously, Stedall's book provides copies of the original versions of the works that appear, in order to give the reader "some sense of what it is like to see and handle the originals" (p. xvii). Second, her book is aimed at readers with a reasonable mathematics background, one considerably stronger than the expected audience of Fauvel and Gray. Thus, she can offer more recent excerpts than can be found there. In fact, her book essentially begins with the 16th century, while the others cover a much longer time frame. Third, she often has considerably more analysis of the individual selections than do Struik, Calinger, or Smith, giving the reader a head start in understanding the original material.
This new sourcebook provides a wonderful choice of materials, most of which are newly translated and quite original to this book, but this reviewer had difficulty understanding the value of providing the original versions. First, unfortunately, most readers will not have the language skills to try to translate these on their own. Second, although Stedall and this reviewer both know "the thrill of handling old books and journals," (p. xvii) it is difficult to convey this thrill when we just see a copy of an old page in a new book. Third, a considerable number of the purported originals are not really the originals. For example, there is an excerpt from Newton's The method of fluxions, and infinite series, translated by John Colson and published in 1736. But Newton originally wrote this work 65 years earlier in Latin, so it is hard to decide to what extent this printed excerpt reflects the language and notation of Newton himself. Similarly, the excerpt from Fermat's description of a parabola does not show Fermat's original 1637 letter to Mersenne, but instead the first publication of this work by Samuel Fermat in 1679. In this case, it is clear that Samuel has rewritten his
